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The inherent force–velocity trade-off of muscles and motors can be overcome
by instead loading and releasing energy in springs to power extreme movements. A key component of this paradigm is the latch that mediates the
release of spring energy to power the motion. Latches have traditionally
been considered as switches; they maintain spring compression in one
state and allow the spring to release energy without constraint in the
other. Using a mathematical model of a simplified contact latch, we reproduce this instantaneous release behaviour and also demonstrate that
changing latch parameters (latch release velocity and radius) can reduce
and delay the energy released by the spring. We identify a critical threshold
between instantaneous and delayed release that depends on the latch,
spring, and mass of the system. Systems with stiff springs and small mass
can attain a wide range of output performance, including instantaneous
behaviour, by changing latch release velocity. We validate this model in
both a physical experiment as well as with data from the Dracula ant,
Mystrium camillae, and propose that latch release velocity can be used in
both engineering and biological systems to control energy output.

1. Background
Latch-mediated spring actuation (LaMSA) mechanisms use latches to release
energy stored in springs to generate motion [1]. Many small organisms employ
these LaMSA mechanisms to circumvent the force–velocity trade-off in their
muscles to achieve higher power output. Latches play a critical role in LaMSA
systems by mediating the transition from stored spring potential energy to kinetic
energy. A diversity of physical phenomena can act as a latch as outlined in [2],
including contact (figure 1), fluids [3] and geometry [4–6]. Geometric latches
encompass a variety of subcategories including over-centering latches [4] and
agonist–antagonist muscle pairs [5]. In a simple model of these spring-actuated
systems based on [2], motion is separated into distinct phases (figure 1). An
actuator (e.g. motor, muscle) stores energy in a spring that is then held in
place by a contact latch with a radius R. When the latch is removed (also by
an actuator) with velocity vL, this energy is quickly released.
By using LaMSA mechanisms, small and lightweight organisms achieve
accelerations and velocities far beyond what their muscles and actuators can
accomplish alone. Trap-jaw ants (mandible strike: 64 m s−1 at an average acceleration of the order of 106 m s−2) [7–13], mantis shrimp ( predatory strike: up to
31 m s−1 at an average acceleration of the order of 104 m s−2) [14–18], froghoppers ( jump: 4.7 m s−1 at an average acceleration of the order of 103 m s−2)
[19,20], and even soft-bodied gall midges ( jump: 0.88 m s−1 at an average acceleration on the order of 880 m s−2) [21] are just a few examples. Furthermore,
LaMSA mechanisms are used in a variety of organisms for diverse applications
ranging from prey capture and predator evasion, to jumping locomotion. Leaf
closures of venus flytraps [22], nematocyst discharge by hydra [23], tongue
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Figure 1. Model representation of a latch-mediated spring actuation (LaMSA) system incorporating a contact latch with a latch radius R (highlighted in orange)
being pulled away at a velocity vL. Phases involved in the transfer of energy in LaMSA systems are also shown. In the latched phase, the latch constrains a spring
that has been previously compressed by distance Δx (by an actuator or external force not shown). The release of the latch with a velocity vL > 0 triggers the onset of
spring expansion. In an instantaneous latch, there is no latch delay (tL = 0) and the system instantaneously moves to the spring actuation phase in which the spring
expansion is unconstrained by the latch and depends solely on the mass–spring dynamics. In a delayed latch, an unlatching phase exists (grey region) in which the
latch continues to constrain the projectile while the spring expands. When this phase exists, the latch parameters R and vL both reduce the final energy in
the projectile as well as increase the latch delay. Once the latch is fully removed, the spring actuation phase begins. At the end of the spring actuation
phase, the ballistic phase begins as the projectile is launched.

projection of chameleons [24,25] and cheliceral strikes of trapjaw spiders [26] are some examples for prey capture. Snapping behaviour observed in snapping shrimp [27,28] and
mandible strikes by termite soldiers [29] are used for both
predatory evasion and prey capture. Bush crickets [30],
locusts, spring-tails and fleas [31] use spring actuation for
jumping. Spore ejection/dispersal for species propagation
by fern sporangium [32] is yet another example that exemplifies the diverse applications for LaMSA mechanisms in
nature.
LaMSA systems are not exclusive to biology. Engineered
systems have employed similar mechanisms for over a millennium to achieve high velocities and accelerations, from
catapults and Da Vinci’s cam-actuated lever [33] to mousetraps and more modern examples including jumping robots
[34–37] and needle-free, spring-powered injectors [38,39].
In all of these systems, a quick transition from potential to
kinetic energy enabled by the latch results in power and
acceleration outputs greater than what could be achieved
by their muscle or actuators alone. Despite the central role
that latches play in these systems, there has been a lack of
studies regarding the effect of latch parameters on the overall
performance of the system [2,5]. As a consequence, latches

have traditionally been viewed as existing in two states:
they are either engaged and blocking the release of the
spring energy, or released, thereby allowing the spring to
freely drive the motion. After all, an instantaneous transition
between these two states (latched and unconstrained spring
actuated) enables the maximum amount of energy to be
released as fast as possible from the spring. As a result,
latches in the engineering systems described above [33–36]
are designed to transition between the latched and spring
actuation phases with no delay, resulting in what we define
as an ‘instantaneous’ latch. In these systems, the effective
force on the spring decays to zero before the mass starts to
move and is often realized by the use of a contact latch
with a sharp edge (zero radius). However, contact-based
latches identified in biology do not have sharp edges
[40,41]—a difference that is illustrated by figure 2.
While it is challenging for biological systems to achieve
sharp edges, this observation raises several questions. Can
round latches without sharp edges still behave as an instantaneous latch? What benefits and drawbacks might exist for
latches that do not instantaneously transition between the
latched and unconstrained spring actuated states? In contrast
to instantaneous latches, ‘delayed’ latches will exhibit an
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Figure 2. The contrast between ‘sharp’ (R = 0) engineered latches (images adapted from [15,35]) and an example of a rounded (R > 0) contact latch found in
biology (Dracula ant head image source: https://eol.org/pages/489001/media). The latch radii are highlighted in orange. Engineered LaMSA systems typically use
latches with sharp edges and zero radius whereas their biological counterparts have latches with a curvature. Previous work [2] predicts that contact latches with
non-zero radius will have output that is both reduced and delayed in comparison to a latch with a sharp edge (R = 0).

intermediate state of ‘unlatching’ highlighted in figure 1; in
this state, the spring may expand while still constrained by
the latch. As shown in figure 2, these delayed latches result
in reduced energy output that is also delayed in comparison
to an instantaneous latch.
In this work, we use analytical and physical (both engineered and biological) models of the mass–spring–latch
system shown in figure 1 to demonstrate that geometrically
round latches, such as those found in biology, can behave
as both delayed and instantaneous latches. While previous
work was grounded on the notion that an instantaneous
latch requires the latch to geometrically disappear instantaneously, geometrically round latches without sharp edges
can still kinematically disappear instantaneously. In addition,
these models indicate that while instantaneous latches release
the maximum amount of energy as fast as possible, delayed
latches offer more control over the energy output. Controlling
the output (e.g. energy release) of these fast systems is
extremely challenging [1]; for a fixed spring and spring compression, one would expect a fixed energy output. Using the
analytical model developed in [2] and a physical engineering
model that resembles the illustration depicted in figure 1, we
show the existence of a rich performance space resulting from
delayed latches by varying two contact latch parameters:
latch radius R and latch release velocity vL. We show that a
latch with a large enough radius can attain a range of behaviours, including instantaneous latch behaviour, by simply
changing the latch release velocity. A threshold latch velocity
is defined as a function of latch radius and other system
parameters to delineate instantaneous and delayed latch
behaviours.
While the influence of latch parameters is relatively
straightforward to study in analytical and engineered systems, the same cannot be said for the wide variety of
biological systems. Firstly, latches are internal components
in most biological LaMSA systems. This makes it hard to
both locate and analyse biological latches. Secondly, it is challenging to systematically change the latch parameters in these
systems. Changing geometry would involve small ablations

or additions of material, and varying latch velocity would
require muscle stimulation at different rates that correspond
to different speeds (a non-trivial task).
The Dracula ant (Mystrium camillae) shown in figure 2
poses an interesting biological model given that these organisms use their mandibles as latches, springs, and projectiles
[41]. Dracula ants use their mandibles to strike quickly for predation and sometimes for defense. The tips of their mandibles
come into contact with each other, and continue to press
against one another deforming the mandibles and storing elastic energy. The curved contact area between the two mandibles
can be thought of as an approximate latch radius. The rapid
energy release occurs when one of the mandibles (the ‘latch’
mandible) slides across the other (the ‘strike’ mandible). We
analyse previously published data [42] from Dracula ant
(Mystrium camillae) strikes to explore variation in output
given varying mandible size and latch velocity. The results
presented in the analytical, physical, and biological models
in this work reinforce the versatility of having a latch with a
non-zero radius and support the paradigm of using latches
as a control tool in LaMSA systems.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Mathematical model
A model LaMSA system is illustrated by figure 1. It consists of a
projectile mass m mounted onto a linear spring with stiffness k
compressed by displacement Δx. Thepnatural
frequency of the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
projectile system is defined as vn ¼ k=m and will determine
the rate at which potential energy is converted to kinetic
energy in the unconstrained spring actuation phase of figure 1.
The loaded mass–spring pair is held in place by a simplified contact latch defined by two parameters—radius R and latch release
velocity vL. Latch radius is defined as the radius of curvature of
the edge that is in contact with the mass–spring pair. The potential energy stored in the spring (12 kDx2 ) is then released when the
latch is removed with a velocity vL. The energy conversion from
spring potential energy to projectile kinetic energy is mediated
by the latch parameters R and vL. This simple model forms the
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Figure 3. The physical model tests the effects of latch velocity and radius on latch delay and take-off velocity. (a) The physical model launches a projectile mass
using spring actuation mediated by latches with varying radii and velocities. (b) The latches used in the physical model have latch radii (R) ranging from 0 mm (R0)
to 9 mm (R9). Latch curvature is highlighted in orange. (c,d ) Experimental results (circular markers) and simulation predictions (dashed lines) indicate the take-off
velocity vto of the projectile mass and latch delay tL respectively, as R and vL are varied. Each marker and its corresponding error bar represents the mean and
standard deviation obtained from a series of four trials. The colour gradient indicates vL category: slow (vs), medium (vm) and fast (vf ) latch velocity; mean values
used for simulations are 0.96 m s−1, 1.83 m s−1 and 3.70 m s−1, respectively. The effect of latch parameters can be observed from the trends seen in both (c) and
(d ). Higher R and slower vL result in less energy released (i.e. take-off velocity vto) and greater latch delay (tL). The influence of R on vto and tL decreases as vL
increases demonstrating that rounded latches such as those found in biology can exhibit instantaneous behaviour if pulled away fast enough. Deviations between the
experimental and modelling results are most likely due to friction losses at the contact between projectile and latch as well as friction losses at the contact between
projectile and bearing surface.
basis of the math model developed and presented in [2], and is
further used for simulations presented in this work.
The time at which the latch is no longer constraining the projectile (marked by ‘unlatching-end’ in figure 1) was numerically
calculated in MATLAB using the same process as in [2]. This
unlatching time was then used to solve for two variables that
capture output performance: take-off velocity vto and latch
delay tL. Take-off velocity ultimately corresponds to a projectile
jump height or kinetic energy recovered from the spring. The
time difference between ‘unlatching-start’ and ‘unlatching-end’
in figure 1 is defined as the latch delay, tL, as it indicates a
delay in unconstrained energy release as compared to an instantaneous latch with tL = 0. This variable may be of primary
importance if the projectile needs to be released quickly, as in
an escape jump. Various simulation cases are run by sweeping
across the latch design space (varying R and vL).

2.2. Physical model
In order to validate that the mathematical model includes the relevant physics of a real LaMSA system, a physical model that
closely resembles the mathematical model was designed and
tested. This experimental set-up is shown in figure 3a and consists of a pair of acrylic sheets (McMaster Carr, 1/4” thick)
laser cut and assembled to form two perpendicular channels

which accommodate a latch and the projectile. The channels
along with three pairs of bearings (McMaster Carr, 60355K501)
constrain the motion of the latch and projectile to orthogonal
degrees of freedom, illustrated by the turquoise arrow (latch)
and the red arrow ( projectile). A mass–spring combination is
loaded and pre-compressed by a fixed displacement Δx to
store the same spring potential energy for each test. A latch
holds the projectile in place, and the energy release is triggered
by the removal of the latch using a double-acting pneumatic
cylinder (FrightProps, HB-2A3M) driven by a solenoid valve
(FrightProps, HB-2A0B). Five different latches (R = 0, 3, 5,
7 and 9 mm) depicted in figure 3b were also laser cut from acrylic
(McMaster Carr, 1/4” thick). For a given latch radius, the latch
was released at three different speed categories: slow (vs),
medium (vm) and fast (vf ).
Table 1 lists the parameter values for the mass–spring pair
and latches used in the experiments along with the uncertainties
measured or calculated. For these parameter values, stored elastic energy is more than 100 times larger than changes in
gravitational potential energy, allowing gravity to be safely
ignored. Total mass is defined as the mass of the projectile plus
the mass of the spring. Table 2 lists the mean values and the corresponding standard deviation of experimental latch velocities
measured for each of the latch release categories: vs, vm and vf.
vs and vf correspond to the slowest and fastest velocities that

value

uncertainty

units

total mass, m

6

0.0001

g

projectile mass
spring mass

3.75
2.25

0.0001
0.0001

g
g

spring stiffness, k
natural frequency, ωn

2051
585

55.76
7.95

N m−1
rad s−1

spring displacement, Δx
latch release

4.37
vs ¼ 0:96

0.01
0.056

mm
m s−1

vm ¼ 1:83
vf ¼ 3:70

0.027
0.098

m s−1
m s−1

0, 3, 5, 7, 9

0.01

mm

velocities, vL

latch radius, R

can reliably be achieved using the pneumatic actuation set-up
controlled by the solenoid valve. vm corresponds to a velocity
lying in between vs and vf. More information on latch speed
and measurement is provided in the electronic supplementary
material. For vs and vf, experiments were performed with all of
the latches. For vm, experiments were recorded only for 7 and
9 mm radius latches to provide some additional points at these
larger radii. Each experiment using a given combination of R
and vL consists of four trials.
The experiments were recorded with a Photron AX-200 highspeed camera ( pixel resolution: 896 × 768, calibrated ruler
described in table 1) at 10 000 fps (shutter duration: 1/60 000 s)
and both latch motion and projectile motion were analysed
using tracking software (Image Systems, TEMA). Take-off velocity was calculated from these images at the point when the
spring and mass separated from the substrate. Example videos
of releases with varying latch speed and radii are provided in
the electronic supplementary material.
Measuring latch delay was more challenging. In theory, the
point of maximum projectile acceleration should equate to
the instant at which latch force goes to zero, but this was not
the case in the physical system (electronic supplementary
material, figures S1 and S2). Instead, latch delay was measured
when physical separation was visually observed between the
projectile and the latch. While this method is expected to slightly
overpredict delay, it provided consistent results.

2.3. Dracula ant data
Mandible tip position data captured on high-speed video from
two types of Dracula ants (larger major and smaller minor
workers) was made available in [42]. This dataset provides x–y
coordinates of the mandible tips for each frame along with the
camera frame rate. Four ants of each type were analysed over
4–5 strikes per ant as available in the dataset. The first mandible
to move during each strike was designated as the latch mandible,
and unlatching time was defined as the time difference between
the start of latch mandible and strike mandible motion. Average
latch mandible velocity was calculated as the angle over which
the latch mandible displaced before the strike mandible began
to move, divided by the unlatching time. The maximum strike

3. Results and discussion
Previous work on LaMSA systems realized instantaneous latch
behaviour with a latch that geometrically disappeared instantaneously when pulled away [2]. In the physical model
experiments and simulation results (figure 3c,d), this geometrically instantaneous latch is represented by R = 0. As can be
seen, take-off velocity and delay do not change with latch
removal speed due to the instantaneous transition between
the latched and spring actuation phases enabled by geometry
(figure 1). As expected, this instantaneous latch behaviour
provides the maximum energy return with zero delay.
Conventional wisdom also dictates that a larger radius
latch reduces take-off velocity and increases delay [2]. However, these results make it clear that even large radius latches
exhibit instantaneous behaviour when they are pulled at the
fastest velocity (vf ). Take-off velocity remains the same as
seen in the R = 0 case despite increasing radius, and latch
delay stays close to zero. This result makes it clear that instantaneous latch behaviour is a result of kinematic constraints,
and not limited to a subset of geometries with sharp edges.
In addition, these results demonstrate that latch parameters
(latch radius and release velocity) can be used to control the projectile take-off velocity. For a non-zero radius latch, the projectile
take-off velocity can be controlled through latch release velocity.
Similarly, for a given latch release velocity, the projectile take-off
velocity can be controlled through latch radius. Given that it is
relatively simple to vary the latch velocity with an actuator,
especially in engineering systems, the remaining discussion
will focus on using latch release velocity as the control input.
Controlling energy output of LaMSA systems is extremely challenging once energy is stored. However, these results indicate
that even if energy is already stored in a system, output performance can still be controlled by the latch, albeit using a
feedforward approach. If a large jump or fast strike is required,
a system can use an instantaneous latch by pulling its latch away
fast enough. If the output needs to be arrested or reduced after
energy has been stored, a low latch release velocity will accomplish this in latches with non-zero radius. In addition, a larger
latch radius affords a larger range of performance output pointing to a significant benefit to having non-zero radii latches in
both biological and engineering systems.
The output control afforded by delayed latch behaviour
does have trade-offs. As indicated by the name ‘delayed
latch’, latch delay tL increases due to the addition of the
unlatching phase seen in figure 1 resulting in a slower projectile take-off. If a fast response to a trigger is required (e.g. an
escape response), it will be important to provide
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parameter

velocity was calculated using the maximum angular motion of
the strike mandible between two frames and dividing by the
time interval between frames. An example of this x–y data for
five strikes from one of the major worker ants along with the
mandible angular position versus time is provided in electronic
supplementary material, figure S4.
Even though this biological model is not perfectly analogous
to the mathematical model and physical model, it is a first and
foundational analysis of contact latch release in biology. This
study builds on recent work in the Dracula ant [41] and click
beetle [43] that has focused on understanding latch morphology
and mechanical properties. By examining the association between
latch and strike velocity, we assessed whether changes in latch velocity correlate with changes in strike velocity to indicate changes
between instantaneous and delayed latch behaviour.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsif

Table 1. Experimental parameters. Uncertainty for latch release velocities
represents the standard deviation of measured velocities during release.
Uncertainties for all other parameters are calculated based on the uncertainty
of the mass (balance: 100 μg) and distance (calibrated ruler: 10 μm). The
calculated uncertainties for velocities also use time measurements (10 000 fps
imaging: 100 μs), and are 0.0036 m s−1, 0.0128 m s−1 and 0.0622 m s−1
for the slow, medium and fast latch velocities, respectively.

vL(m s−1)
vLthresh

vs

σs

vm

σm

vf

σf

0

0

0.97

0.072

—

—

3.72

0.036

3
5

2.12
2.73

1.07
0.93

0.091
0.021

—
—

—
—

3.7
3.61

0.097
0.092

7
9

3.24
3.67

0.93
0.90

0.031
0.024

1.84
1.81

0.031
0.022

4.08
3.40

0.165
0.059

mean value used for simulations

0.96

instantaneous latch behaviour to minimize delay. Delayed
latches also result in efficiency losses. Only a fraction of the
spring energy is used to generate unconstrained motion in
the projectile due to the fact that some energy is released
from the spring while still geometrically constrained by the
latch in the unlatching phase. The deviation between modelled and experimental results also increases for delayed
latches, likely due to increased frictional losses between the
latch and the projectile from longer periods of contact.

3.1. Threshold latch velocity
The results in figure 3c,d also make it clear that at each
radius, there must be a threshold latch velocity above
which the latch exhibits instantaneous behaviour, and
below which the latch acts as a delayed latch. As seen from
both experiments and simulations for a given R > 0, vto
increases as vL is increased and eventually exhibits instantaneous behaviour when the latch is released quickly
enough. Similarly, for a given latch velocity there is a
threshold radius below which instantaneous latch behaviour
is observed, and above which delayed latch behaviour is
observed. This result is most clearly seen by the ‘kink’ in
the lines representing simulation data in figure 3c,d where
take-off velocity and latch delay start to deviate from the
instantaneous results. Because it is generally simpler to
vary velocity than radius in a physical system, we will examine the threshold velocity, henceforth defined as the threshold
latch velocity vthresh
, as a boundary between instantaneous
L
and delayed latch behaviours.
Threshold latch velocity defines the velocity at which
the kinematic constraint of the latch on the projectile
disappears instantaneously. This kinematic disappearance
will depend on latch radius, but also on the projectile and
spring parameters. A mass–spring system with a high natural
frequency requires a faster latch so that the latch constraint
decays to zero before the spring starts to expand. Equation
(3.1) defines vthresh
mathematically and is derived from the
L
mathematical model described in [2] (more detail on the derivation is provided in the electronic supplementary material).
If vL  vthresh
, the latch is instantaneous irrespective of its
L
radius. For latch release velocities slower than this threshold
velocity (vL , vthresh
), the delayed latch behaviour results in a
L
rich performance space where the latch parameters, radius R

1.83

3.70

and the latch release velocity vL, control the output performance vto and tL.
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k
thresh
vL
(3:1)
¼ DxR :
m
In the physical model experiments, vf . vthresh
for all latches
L
other than the 9 mm latch as can be seen from table 2. In figure
3c,d, the performance begins to deviate from ideal for the 9 mm
latch and this deviation can be seen most clearly in figure 3d.
All of the other latch radii exhibit instantaneous behaviour for
the vf case. As latch velocity slows, take-off velocity also
slows for the 5 and 7 mm latches due to the fact that these
latch velocities result in delayed latch behaviour.

3.2. Effect of different system parameters on
threshold velocity
As described by equation (3.1), vthresh
is directly proportional
L
to the square root of the latch radius and spring compression.
Therefore, for a fixed k and m, vthresh
is higher for a latch
L
with larger R or more stored energy. vthresh
is also directly
L
proportional
to
the
natural
frequency
of
the system
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(vn ¼ k=m). For a given spring stiffness, vthresh
increases as
L
the system mass decreases and vice versa. Thus, for heavier
systems, this threshold velocity is lower and latch parameters
have less influence on the output. In part, this is because the
entire projectile system is slower. These relationships are
further illustrated by figure 4a, which shows a colour map
depicting how vthresh
varies for different latch radii and
L
system natural frequencies given a fixed Δx.
Two natural frequencies were chosen to represent a
hypothetical fast (high frequency) and a slow (low frequency)
system, marked by orange triangles and blue circles respectively. Assuming a similar spring stiffness, fast systems are
equivalent to low-mass projectiles like insects. Notably in
figure 4a, vthresh
is higher for fast versus slow systems. Because
L
the unconstrained spring expansion is fast, the latch needs to
move out of the way faster to kinematically disappear instantaneously. As a consequence, there is also a much larger latch
velocity range defining the delayed latch behaviour, and
hence, a rich performance space exists to influence the system’s
output performance. In slower systems, this performance
space shrinks due to the decrease in vthresh
.
L
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R (mm)

6
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Table 2. Latch velocities vL measured during the experiments. vs, vm and vf denote the mean latch release velocities attained during the unlatching event for a
given latch radius. σs, σm and σf denote the corresponding standard deviation over the course of unlatching. The subscripts s, m and f represent the latch
release categories: slow, medium and fast, respectively.
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Figure 4. If the latch is moved away faster than the threshold latch velocity (vLthresh ), then the latch behaves as an instantaneous latch. If the latch moves more
slowly, the unlatching phase exists and the latch is delayed. vLthresh is a function of the system’s natural frequency, latch radius, and spring displacement. (a) Fast
projectile systems (orange triangles, ωn = 1000 m s−1) have higher latch threshold velocities vLthresh than slower projectile systems (blue circles, ωn = 100 m s−1)
across varying radii. (b) As a result of the higher vLthresh , fast systems also exhibit a larger performance space for latch-based tuning of take-off velocity (vto) than
slower systems when operating below vLthresh (dashed line). The solid lines indicate simulations run above vLthresh showing maximum take-off velocity due to instantaneous latch behaviour. Latch parameters (R and vL) can have a greater influence on the output (vto) for faster systems than slower ones. (c) and (d ) depict the
performance (vto) heat-map for the fast and slow systems respectively. The solid and dashed lines reflect the same latch velocities chosen for (b): vL . vLthresh and
vL , vLthresh , respectively. The dotted line illustrates the relationship between threshold latch velocity and latch radius. The performance space (vto) is richer for faster
systems because a higher vLthresh means that a larger range of latch velocity can be used before instantaneous behaviour is observed.
Figure 4c,d illustrates a heat map of the take-off velocity
for the same fast (ωn = 1000 rad s−1) and slow (ωn = 100 rad s−1)
systems from figure 4a,b. They show the range of performance
space attainable for delayed latch behaviour as well as the latch
velocity required to achieve instantaneous behaviour. This
reinforces the earlier results that latches with non-zero radius
can attain a range of behaviours, both instantaneous and
delayed, by simply controlling the rate at which the latch is
released. Furthermore, latches play a more prominent role in
fast, often lightweight, systems than slow systems.

3.3. Dracula ant
Both instantaneous and delayed latch behaviours are also seen in
biological systems. The influence of latch velocity on the performance of a biological system is illustrated in figure 5, which depicts
maximum strike velocities plotted against the corresponding
average latch velocities for two subcategories of Dracula ants:
major (larger ants, teal stars) and minor (smaller ants, navy
blue squares) workers. For major workers, slower latch velocities
result in slower strikes. In other words, these ants exhibit a

delayed latch behaviour in which latch velocity affects the performance. On the other hand, the strikes of minor workers are
agnostic to latch velocity; output is stereotyped as expected
from an instantaneous latch. This implies that the latch release
velocities used by minor workers are above vthresh
.
L
While major worker ants exhibit a delayed latch behaviour
and minor worker ants exhibit instantaneous latch behaviour,
it is unclear if the threshold latch velocity can be directly compared between the two types of ants. Some simplifications can
be made to draw conclusions about threshold latch velocity for
the ant mandibles. We start by assuming that the spring displacement is linear due to the small angle deflection of the
mandibles during bending, and the mandibles are treated as
cantilever beams with spring stiffness (k ¼ 3EI=l3m , where E
is Young’s modulus, I is the second moment of area, and lm
is the mandible length). Scaling all lengths by λ results in
R ∝ λ 1, k ∝ (λ 0λ 4/λ 3) = λ 1, Δx ∝ λ 1 and m ∝ λ 3.
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Figure 5. Dracula ants (Mystrium camillae) use a LaMSA mechanism with a contact latch to load and release their mandibles. (a) Elastic energy is loaded into their
mandibles by pressing their tips together and released when one of the mandibles (latch mandible) slides off of the surface of the other (strike mandible). The
curved contact area (highlighted in orange) between the mandible tips serves as the contact latch. (b) The velocity of the latch mandible and strike mandible were
analysed using previously published data [42] from major (stars) and minor (squares) worker ants. These results indicate that minor workers may be using latch
velocities above a threshold latch velocity since strike velocity is agnostic to latch velocity, which is the definition of instantaneous latch behaviour. Conversely, latch
velocity correlates to strike velocity for major workers indicating delayed latch behaviour. (c) Scale bars next to the major and minor ant mandibles represent
0.1 mm, and mandible images were adapted from [41].
In this case, the threshold latch velocity is scale independent and should be approximately the same regardless of ant
type. While the mandible models from [41] in figure 5 are not
geometrically similar as assumed, this analysis does support
the idea that vthresh
 8 krad s1 , and major workers move
L
their latch mandibles at velocities below the threshold while
minor workers use latch velocities above vthresh
. Ultimately,
L
the current mathematical model could be modified to better
capture the dynamics of this specific ant species to further
explore unlatching in the Dracula ant.

3.4. Implications for control of latch-mediated spring
actuation systems
One of the striking conclusions of this work is that latches
with non-zero radius, as found in biology, can exhibit both
instantaneous latch behaviours (in which a maximum
amount of energy is released as fast as possible) as well as
delayed latch behaviours (in which latch velocity controls
the system performance). Previous engineering efforts to
design geometrically instantaneous latches with R = 0 provide no pathway to control energy output once the spring
has been loaded. Instead, a non-zero latch radius combined
with variable release velocity provides a feedforward
means to control energy output in both biological and engineered systems. Many systems, especially engineered systems
like jumping robots (e.g. [35,36]), have a fixed spring compression built into the design. These robots jump with the
same take-off velocity every time because they use a geometrically instantaneous latch to release the maximum amount
of energy. Using a latch with R > 0 and controlling the latch
speed in these robots could provide a means for these

robots to jump varying distances. If the latch motor is fast
enough and strong enough, the robot can cover a full range
of jump distances from zero to its maximum jump height/
distance defined by energy stored in its spring.
In biology, latches have typically received scattered attention in the literature and the results of this study suggest that
the role of latches in behaviour and control warrants new
attention. Biological diversity of latches includes variation
in latch morphology, control, and mechanics. Multiple studies
have previously suggested, but not tested, how different biological latch mechanisms may enable variable or controlled
outputs in various organisms [3,7,21,27,28,31,44–50]. For
example, mantis shrimp and locusts have contact latches
that are integrated into the structure of the flexor muscle apodemes and are released by relaxing the flexor muscles
[18,40,51–53]. While the morphology of these latches has
been imaged, the connection between surface mechanics,
morphology, and release velocity has not yet been analysed.
This is because, as mentioned previously, a major challenge
in analysing these contact latch systems in biology are that
they are internal, and thus difficult to visualize while releasing. However, in addition to the Dracula ants in this study
[42], there are animals that use external latches, such as the
adhesive latches of jumping gall midge larvae [21], other
species of trap-jaw ants [9,54], click beetles [43,55–57], and
possibly froghopper insects [46]. These external latch systems
will enable future analysis of the biological latch dynamics,
latch release velocity, and their association with uses across
different environments and behaviours.
In addition, the results of this study point to a possible tradeoff that could be exploited in both natural and engineered
systems. By definition, systems with delayed latch behaviour
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